Enterpris
e even after you
Do you need to control your critical business documents
have sent them to a supplier or customer?
Protect your workgroup or company's documents and keep them under control. With
SealPath Enterprise, you will be able to know who within your organization or team has
access to important documents that have been protected. You can also find out who
outside your organization has access to protected documents and you can revoke
access even when the documents are not in your possession. It logs warnings of
attempts to access protected documents blocked due to lack of permissions. SealPath
Enterprise is designed for small and medium-sized companies or even workgroups
within large companies/multinationals.
Secure internal/external collaboration
Keep your documents under control when
you share them within and outside your
organization. Revoke access remotely.
Prevent someone who has left the
organization or work group from continuing
to have access to documents, even if they
are on their personal computer or
somewhere else.
Reduce risks and legal liability
Avoid financial losses resulting from
negligence and data leaks. Comply with the
main regulations governing the protection
of sensitive data. Gain peace of mind with a
tool that gives you significant control over
monitoring sensitive documents.

You remain the owner of your
documents, wherever they are

Operational efficiency
The administrator does not need to be
involved for the members of a workgroup to
share important documents with third parties.
SealPath offers decentralized management,
making it easier for departments, teams and
individuals to collaborate securely, smoothly
and productively, reducing the workload of IT
staff.

You don't need to invest in
complex infrastructure. We
put it on our cloud for you.
Use your regular work tools
such as Microsoft Office or
Adobe Acrobat to access your
protected documents
Protect documents easily
without passwords for each
document, and the hassle of
certificate exchange.
SealPath does not store your
documents. Keep them in
your favorite public cloud or
on-premises.

Make the cloud a more secure place
Keep your documents in any cloud you want,
with the confidence that they will only be
accessible to the people you choose. Your
documents will be under control not only in
your private cloud but also in any other
private or public cloud.

TRY IT FOR FREE – limited period:
Contact us at sales@sealpath.com or by phone (+34) 94 4425922
http://www.sealpath.com

